The effects of photochemical and mechanical damage on the excited state dynamics of charge-transfer molecular crystals composed of tetracyanobenzene and aromatic donor molecules.
Charge-transfer molecular crystals are structurally well-defined systems whose electron transfer dynamics can be studied using time-resolved spectroscopy. In this paper, five 1:1 complexes, consisting of 1,2,4,5-tetracyanobenzene as the electron acceptor and durene, 9-methylanthracene, naphthalene, phenanthrene, and pyrene as electron donors, are studied using time-resolved fluorescence and transient absorption in the diffuse reflectance geometry. Two different sample morphologies were studied: single crystals and powders prepared by pulverizing the crystals and diluting them with barium sulfate microparticles. Fluorescence lifetime and transient absorption measurements performed on the crystals and the powders yielded different results. The crystals typically exhibited long-lived monoexponential fluorescence decays, while the powders had shorter multiexponential decays. Exposure of both types of samples to high laser fluence was also shown to induce faster excited state decay dynamics as observed using fluorescence and diffuse reflectance. In addition to the more rapid decays, these molecular crystals exhibited relatively high photobleaching quantum yields on the order of 10(-4). Previous work that interpreted picosecond decays in the transient absorption as evidence for rapid recombination and charge dissociation should be re-evaluated based on the susceptibility of this class of compounds to mechanical and photochemical damage.